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Abstract 
 

The export of the calcitic platelets (coccoliths) of coccolithophores to the sea floor acts as a 

long-term sink of carbon. In order to understand the effects of current ocean acidification on 

coccolithophore calcification, it is important to estimate the amount of calcite that is bound in single 

coccoliths, which – due to their minuteness (1–10 µm) – cannot be individually weighed. To estimate 

single coccolith weights, this study takes advantage of the birefringence method (Beaufort, 2005), 

which links the interference color of calcite under polarized light with calcite thickness. Two similar 

techniques, one using crossed-polarized light (XPL) and one using circular polarized light (CPL), were 

tested to compare coccolith weight estimates of cultured single clones of Gephyrocapsa oceanica, 

which – in a previous study (Rickaby et al., 2010) – were grown in increasing concentrations of 

dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) but constant pH-levels (~8.1) to reflect long-term buffering of the 

ocean. In contrast to expectations, results of this study revealed constant coccolith weight estimates 

throughout different levels of DIC, indicating that the calcification of G. oceanica is unaffected by 

DIC concentrations when pH levels are kept at ~8.1. At the same time, different coccolith weights 

were estimated between the two techniques, caused by a variable greylevel-to-thickness transfer 

function which was based on width measurements of conical stems (rhabdoliths) of the 

coccolithophore Rhabdosphaera. In the calibration, several rhabdolith specimens displayed fluctuating 

thickness/greylevel measurements due to natural variation of their shapes. Although relative coccolith 

weight comparisons were possible between the samples, the comparison of both techniques 

emphasizes the importance of establishing a more reliable calibration method in order to estimate 

absolute coccolith weights. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Havsförsurning orsakas av havens ökade upptag av atmosfärisk koldioxid, vilken reagerar med 

vattenmolekyler och bildar kolsyra. En följd av detta är ökade koncentrationer av löst oorganiskt kol 

(DIC) samt minskade pH-värden, vilket kan medföra ett hot mot ett brett spektrum av marina 

organismer. Särskilt de rikligt förekommande förkalkade algerna, kockolitoforer, vilka är en viktig del 

av kolets kretslopp, kan komma att drabbas när havsvattnet blir omättat på kalciumkarbonat. För att 

undersöka vilken effekt höga DIC-koncentrationer har på kockolitoforers förkalkning, odlade Rickaby 

et al. (2010) ett individuell klon av arten Gephyrocapsa oceanica i olika DIC-koncentrationer under 

konstanta pH-nivåer (~8.1). Mängden oorganiskt kol som lagras i deras kalcitiska skal (kockoliter) är 

dock svår att mäta eftersom både kockolitoforerna och deras kockoliter inte kan vägas individuellt på 

grund av sin ringa storlek. En ny innovativ metod övervinner detta problem genom att använda de 

fysikaliska egenskaperna hos kalcit. I korspolariserat ljus visar dubbelbrytande mineraler som kalcit 

inteferensfärger som är specifika för mineralets tjocklek. Denna metod gör det möjligt att mäta 

kockolitens tjocklek, och tillsammans med dess storlek kan den enskilda kockolitens vikt uppskattas. 

Kockolitvikten hos G. oceanica som odlats i höga respektive låga DIC-koncentrationer jämfördes med 

två liknande dubbelbrytningstekniker, en med korspolariserat ljus (XPL) och en med cirkulärt 

polariserat ljus (CPL). Även om resultaten av båda teknikerna skiljer sig är kockolitvikt 

uppskattningarna konsekventa mellan proverna, vilket indikerar att förkalkningen av G. oceanica inte 

påverkas av ökande DIC-koncentrationer i haven om pH är konstant på ~8.1. Vidare indikerar 

skillnaden mellan resultaten från de båda teknikerna att kalibreringen behöver förbättras för att få en 

mer korrekt uppskattning av absoluta kockolitvikterna.  
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1. Introduction 
Along with current climate change, one third of anthropogenically released atmospheric carbon 

dioxide is taken up by the ocean (Orr et al., 2005), where high concentrations of CO2 are inversely 

correlated with pH and carbonate saturation state, leading to ocean acidification (Rickaby et al., 2010). 

In sea water, free aqueous carbon dioxide (CO2(aq)), bicarbonate (HCO3-), and carbonate (CO3
2-) ions 

are the three major inorganic states of carbon which together form dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC). 

The relations of these carbon states are usually in balance, with the majority of over 85% being in the 

form of bicarbonate. When carbon dioxide dissolves in sea water, it reacts with water molecules to 

form carbonic acid (H2CO3), which then dissociates to bicarbonate, carbonate and hydrogen ions (H+) 

(Iglesias-Rodriguez et al., 2008; Ridgwell & Zeebe, 2005; Hönisch et al., 2012). Higher 

concentrations of hydrogen ions lead to a pH drop, making seawater more acidic (Hönisch et al., 

2012). With increasing CO2 and decreasing pH, the concentration of carbonate ions (CO3
2-) decreases, 

reducing the stability of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (Zeebe, 2012). As many marine creatures use this 

mineral to build their shells and skeletons, especially calcifying organisms like coccolithophores are 

threatened.  

Coccolithophores are unicellular photosynthesizing and calcifying algae that are a key 

component of the carbon cycle. They fix CO2 into particulate organic carbon (POC) through 

photosynthesis and into particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) through calcification. These phytoplankton 

primarily utilize abundant bicarbonate as their carbon source for calcification (Rost et al., 2002), 

releasing a hydrogen ion into the surrounding sea water. This proton may be used to aid 

photosynthesis as it will drive HCO3
-- to form CO2 (Rickaby et al., 2010). As calcification (Ca2+ + 

2HCO3
-- <--> CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O) produces a net release of CO2, the ratio of PIC / POC production 

determines whether coccolithophores act as a source or a sink of atmospheric carbon dioxide. 

Although calcification releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, it acts as a carbon sink in the long 

run, because one carbon atom is fixed within calcite as it sinks to the seafloor during sedimentation. 

The general hypothesis is that coccolithophores will reduce the PIC / POC ratio with increasing levels 

of atmospheric carbon dioxide and decreased pH (Riebesell et al., 2000a). According to this, a 

reduction in calcification and an increase in carbon fixation have been measured in previous culture 

experiments with increasing pCO2 (Zondervan et al., 2002; Rost et al., 2003; Rost & Riebesell, 2004). 

However, rapidly accumulating sediments show an increase in calcification with recent anthropogenic 

change (Halloran et al., 2008; Grelaud et al., 2009). Other studies suggest enhanced photosynthetic 

efficiency of coccolithophores with higher CO2 (Riebesell et al., 2007), leaving calcification 

unchanged (Moolna & Rickaby, 2012). Photosynthetic activity can be enhanced as more CO2 is 

available for the organism. A number of culture manipulations  have shown species specific responses 

to changing carbonate chemistry in ocean water (Langer et al., 2009; Riebesell et al., 2000; Iglesias-

Rodriguez et al., 2008; Langer et al., 2006; Rickaby et al., 2010; Beaufort et al., 2011).  
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The abundant modern species Gephyrocapsa oceanica is dominant in neritic environments of 

tropical waters (e.g. Winter et al., 1994). It is phylogenetically closely related to the most common and 

abundant blooming coccolithophore species Emiliania huxleyi, which is a main model species in ocean 

acidification research. In today's open ocean, both clades are responsible for the production of 

alkenones, which are highly resistant organic compounds used in the field of paleoceanography as 

important biological markers for palaeotemperature assessment (e.g. Marlowe et al., 1990) and 

alkenone-based pCO2 reconstructions (e.g. Pagani et al., 2005). Riebesell et al. (2000) argue that 

calcification of G. oceanica is very sensitive to pH, as the efflux of protons from calcification are more 

energetically consuming in acidic seawater. In order to understand the roles of changes in DIC 

concentration or pH on the calcification of this species, single clones of G. oceanica were in a previous 

study (Rickaby et al., 2010) grown in increasing concentrations of DIC while maintaining stable pH, 

to independently test the aspects of ocean acidification. To understand past and future effects of ocean 

acidification on the calcite production by coccolithophores, accurate single coccolith mass estimates 

are essential. In previous studies, methods to quantify the calcium carbonate mass of coccoliths 

weights ranged from weighing the fine fraction of sediment samples (Broerse et al., 2000), over 

weighing the samples before and after calcite dissolution (Bairbakhish et al., 1999), to morphometric 

measurements to estimate single coccolith weights (Young & Ziveri, 2000; Beaufort & Heussner, 

1999). Beaufort (2005) described efficient quantification methods based on the optical properties of 

calcite (birefringence), allowing the estimation of single coccolith weights. Several studies (e.g. 

Beaufort et al., 2008; Grelaud et al., 2009; Beaufort et al., 2011; Cubillos et al., 2012; Bordiga et al., 

2012) have used this method, which is suitable to apply on Emiliania and Gephyrocapsa, because 

these taxa have subelliptical placoliths showing brightness independent of orientation towards the 

polarizing plane of a cross-polarized microscope (Beaufort, 2005).   
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2. Aim 
• The first aim of this study is to compare two similar methods of estimating single coccolith 

weights. The methods of Beaufort (2005) and Bollmann (2014), which rely on the birefringence of 

calcite under polarized light, are currently hotly debated as they used different technical 

applications and calibration techniques, leading to different results. Both methodologies enable the 

measurement of coccolith thickness, which is crucial for estimating single coccolith volume and 

thus mass (calcite weight). By testing both methods on the same samples, results are directly 

comparable and sources of error and uncertainty can be investigated. This way the efficiency of 

both methodologies will be evaluated.  

• Another aim of this study is to detect variations in the coccolith weights of G. oceanica depending 

on the DIC concentration in sea water. In a previous study (Rickaby et al., 2010) single clones of 

G. oceanica and Coccolithus braarudii were cultured at various DIC levels (ranging from ∼1100 

to ∼7800 µmol kg−1) at constant pH (8.13 ± 0.02). Several responses were measured, showing that 

culture treatment 950 (DIC levels of ∼5300 µmol kg−1, corresponding to ∼1200 µatm pCO2) grew 

faster than all other cultures (Fig. 1). While growth rates of about µ = 0.9 divisions per day were 

measured in most samples, faster growth rates of about µ = 1.2 per day were measured in culture 

treatment 950. The overall particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) production stayed stable throughout 

all cultured samples, which does not suggest any decrease in calcification. However, as PIC 

production is a product of growth rates and PIC per cell, a decrease in PIC per cell is expected in 

sample 950. This could be expressed by thinner or smaller coccoliths or less coccoliths per cell. 

Rickaby et al. (2010) provided data, showing stable coccolith sizes (lengths) of G. oceanica 

throughout all DIC treatments, excluding the option of smaller coccoliths. This study aims to 

unravel the cause of a lower PIC per cell in treatment 950, expecting to find thinner coccoliths in 

this sample. Another scenario that could cause a lower PIC per cell is a decreased number of 

individual coccoliths per cell, which will be tested by counting individual coccoliths per cell in 

SEM images taken by J. Henderiks (unpublished).   

 
Figure 1: G. oceanica (black circles) and C. braarudii (open circles) (a) growth rates (µ / day) and (b) coccolith 
size with increasing pCO2. The red circle marks faster growth rates of cells in treatment 950. Modified after 
Rickaby et al., 2010: fig.2. 

950 
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3. Background 

3.1  Weight estimation  
The volumetric weight of a single coccolith can be estimated by using the simple equation 

Weight = Area x Thickness x Density. As calcite has a known density of 2.71 g/cm3, measurements of 

coccolith area and estimates of coccolith thickness are required. In order to estimate coccolith 

thickness, two methods will be used and compared in this project. Both rely on the birefringence of 

calcite when viewed under polarized light microscopy. 

3.2  Birefringence method 

3.2.1 Cross-polarizer 
Beaufort (2005) first described the birefringence method, which is based on the color of calcite 

when viewed under cross-polarized light (XPL). The interference color of a mineral depends on its 

thickness, its orientation and the birefringence index. In a birefringent crystal, the interference colors 

are a result of the difference between the refraction index of the slow ray (ns) and that of the fast ray 

(nf). The difference increases with increasing thickness of the crystal and is called retardation (r = ns – 

nf, measured in nm). If retardation and birefringence are known, the thickness of a particle can be 

calculated. Calcite is one of the most birefringent minerals (index = 2.16). Due to the orientation of 

calcite crystals in the coccolith, an extinction cross forms when viewed under cross-polarized light. 

This can cause major errors in weight estimates, as the greylevels of the extinction cross will be 

extremely low. To overcome this issue, Beaufort et al. (2014) used a combination of three images of 

each individual coccolith, photographed with polarizer and analyzer orientations of 0º, 35º and 45º. 

The extinction cross changes its location depending on this orientation and can be eliminated by 

combining the three images.  

3.2.2 Circular polarizer  
Bollmann (2014) describes the application of a circular polarizer (CPL; Higgins, 2010) that 

eliminates the extinction pattern in polarized light and allows the imaging of complete coccoliths. This 

requires the application of a Benford plate (Craig, 1961), which is composed of two quarter-lambda 

wave plates, one is placed between sample and the lower polarizer, and the other between the sample 

and the analyzer plate (Higgins, 2010). This method greatly simplifies the identification of coccolith 

species and the calculation of the coccolith weight. As the light travels through the sample in a circular 

movement, coccoliths exhibit their highest interference colors independent of their orientation.  

3.2.3 Interference colors 
The brightness of a calcite particle is proportional to its thickness in the range of 0 to 1.5 µm, 

with interference colors increasing from grey to white in the first order Michel-Levy interference color 
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chart. Particles thicker than 1.5 µm will turn light yellow and show higher interference colors. 

Sørensen (2013) recalculated the Michel-Lévy interference color chart to transfer digital RGB (Red 

Green Blue) values into 8-bit (greyscale) values which enables us to linearly correlate them with 

coccolith thicknesses (Fig. 2). The calculation of interference colors was done in 1nm steps of 

retardation. The first order grey values of the spectrum (between 0 (black) and 255 (white)) have an 

almost linear function with respect to thickness of calcite (µm). Each pixel of the calcite particle is 

determined with a certain greylevel (GL) within 0 (black) and 255 (white). Interference colors above 

255 (white) turn light-yellow, yellow and red, which in a black and white image can no longer be 

distinguished from the real grey spectrum. A false thickness calculation might be the result, so this 

method only works in particles below a thickness of 1.5 µm (Michel-Lévy chart; cf. Beaufort, 2005) or 

1.37 µm (Sørensen chart; cf. Bollmann, 2014). 

 
Figure 2: Interference color, retardation, thickness and weight of calcite. (A) The Michel-Lévy interference 
color chart recalculated by Sørensen (2013) using 1 nm steps retardation. (B) and (C) conversion of the Michel-
Lévy color chart (RGB) into grey values from 0-255 using ImageJ. From Bollmann, 2014: fig.1.  

3.2.4 Calibration 
Different calibrations have been tested by Beaufort (2005), Beaufort et al. (2014) and 

Bollmann (2014) and need to be further improved in order to correlate interference color with calcite 

thickness. Beaufort (2005) used the known sample weight of calcite particles to average grey values in 

a field of view. Bollmann (2014) argues that this approach leads to inaccurate weight estimates as the 

calcite particles are randomly distributed with respect to the crossed polarizer and therefore do not all 

show their maximum interference color. He assumes that Beaufort’s results are therefore biased 

towards heavier calcite weights. Beaufort et al. (2014) used the physical properties of rhabdoliths, 

which are conical spikes of the coccolithophore Rhabdosphaera. As their widths equal their 

thicknesses, the greylevels measured at certain widths can be correlated with calcite thickness.  
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4. Methodology 

4.1  Material 
In a previous study of Rickaby et al. (2010), clones of Gephyrocapsa oceanica were cultured in 

increasing concentrations (1100, 1600, 2100, 5300 and 7800 µmol/kg) of dissolved inorganic carbon 

(DIC) while maintaining stable pH levels (8.13 ± 0.02). Samples for the determination of total 

particulate carbon (TPC) and particulate organic carbon (POC) were gently filtered on precombusted 

(4h, 500 ºC) GF/F filters and stored at -20 ºC. Inorganic C was removed from the POC filters with 

200µl of 0.2 NHCl solution prior to analysis. After 2h of drying at 60 ºC, TPC and POC values were 

measured in duplicates on a mass spectrometer (ANCA-SL 20-20), with a precision of ±0.5 µgC and 

±0.5‰, respectively. PIC was calculated as the difference between TPC and POC. Scanning electron 

microscope samples (10 ml) were gently filtrated on polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore 0.4 μm pore 

size), rinsed with 10 ml of distilled water and then dried at 60 ºC for storage at room temperature prior 

to analysis on a Philips XL-30-SEM at Stockholm University (Rickaby et al., 2010). G. oceanica grew 

well under all DIC conditions with little or no sign of malformations, although growth rates and POC 

values increased by 50% at a CO2 level of ~1200µatm (culture treatment 950). The PIC production 

stayed stable under all DIC conditions, indicating no change in calcification, but the PIC per cell was 

lower in samples of higher growth rates. The light microscope (LM) samples used in this study were 

previously prepared by gentle filtration on cellulose filters and drying at 60 ºC before the dried filters 

were mounted on microscope slides with Canada balsam. Duplicates of the culture subsamples, 

representing fast (sample 950) and slow (sample 280) growth rates, were analyzed with two polarizing 

light microscopes, one equipped with a cross-polarizer and one equipped with a circular polarizer. 

Images of randomly selected individual coccoliths of G. oceanica were taken with a Leica DM6KB 

cross-polarized light (XPL) microscope, using a 100x/1.47 oil immersion objective lens with a SPOT 

Flex camera (Fig. 3a). Following the protocol of Beaufort et al. (2014), microscope settings were: 

Field 10, aperture 10, light 200 and the trinocular tube at 50/50%. Camera settings were: gain 1 and 

gamma 1 with a time exposure of 400ms. Images of three orientations (0º, 35º and 45º) of the 

polarizing planes were taken with Vignette, a custom-made software operating both the SPOT Flex 

camera and Leica DM6KB microscope (Beaufort et al., 2014). Once the image collection was 

complete, the software MAX combined the three images into one image, eliminating the extinction 

cross (Beaufort et al., 2014). The color images were set to 8-bit (black and white; Fig. 3b). Images of 

the same samples were then taken with a Zeiss circular polarized light (CPL) microscope, using a 

100x/1.3 oil immersion objective lens with a SPOT Flex camera (Fig. 3c). Circular polarization 

occurred when two ¼ lambda plates were applied. The software Vignette was used for luminosity 

control and image storage. The software ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) was used to measure 

coccolith areas (in pixel number) and color (RGB or 8-bit) values of each pixel. In order to measure 
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the coccolith area, the outline of the coccolith is defined by setting a threshold value. The threshold 

value has to be manually adjusted for each species and set of images, as it is dependent on the 

brightness and thus greylevels of the image. Two different threshold values were tested in ImageJ in 

order to define the selection area of each individual specimen. Depending on the greylevel values that 

are included in the selection area, the threshold values affect the mean greylevel measurement of the 

coccolith, as well as its inferred size/area. After defining the threshold value, images ran through a 

custom-made, automated image analysis macro. Results of greylevels, thickness estimates and area 

measurements were analyzed using the statistical software PAST (http://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/), 

comparing samples pairwise with a two-sample test (t test). Coccoliths per cell were counted using the 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) image collection of J. Henderiks of the same cultures 

(unpublished). Half visible coccoliths were counted as such and as only one side of the cells was 

visible in the images, the counted coccolith number was doubled.  

Figure 3: Photographs of coccoliths of cultured G. oceanica (280A). a) Leica microscope (XPL) color image 
with 0º polarization, b) combination of three images transferred to 8-bit, c) Zeiss microscope (aperture 2) color 
image, with CPL.  

4.2 Calibration 

4.2.1 Standards 
Due to light bulb aging the luminosity of the microscope can change. To control this error, 

images of polarizer to analyzer orientations 35º–45º are made before every image collection. The mean 

greylevel of these images should always be the same. If not, luminosity should be adjusted to the 

required levels. 

4.2.2 Pixel / micrometer calibration 
To define the size of a pixel in micrometers (µm), a Zeiss plate with scale bars of 10 µm-steps 

was photographed using the same 100x oil immersion objective lenses as used for analyses, with a 

SPOT Flex camera. The distances between each scale bar were measured in ImageJ. A linear 

regression showed that 1µm translates to 16.4 pixels and that each pixel has a length of 0.061 µm in 

images taken with Leica DM6KB (XPL microscope). The pixel-micrometer calibration was repeated 

for the Zeiss microscope, as it has a slightly different resolution than the Leica microscope. For the 

Zeiss set-up, one pixel has a length of 0.074 µm. The difference in pixel size is important when 

comparing the coccolith areas between both methods. 

a b c 
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4.2.3 Microscope settings 
To adjust the luminosity of both microscopes, so that both settings were comparable, single 

coccoliths were photographed using different aperture settings of the Zeiss microscope (without the 

circular polarizer). The aperture setting of the Zeiss microscope is a manually shiftable curser with 

unlabeled scale bars, which was numbered for practical reasons, starting with 1 for the lowest scale 

bar. Greylevels were measured in ImageJ and compared to the greylevels of the coccoliths 

photographed with the Leica microscope. The greylevels most similar to the Leica DM6KB settings 

were measured with Zeiss aperture 3 (Ap 3).  

With the Zeiss microscope (Ap 3), images of the same specimens were taken with and without 

the circular polarizer, to compare the differences in greylevels between the paired images (Appendix 

A, Suppl. Fig. 1). As the CPL acts to show the maximum interference color of each particle 

independent of its orientation, it does not only eliminate the extinction cross in the coccoliths but also 

brightens the overall greylevels of the specimen and the background. The mean greylevel of the CPL 

images is about 7 GL higher, the background is about 5 GL higher and the maximum greylevel is 

about 7 GL higher than in images taken without the CPL. I collected test images with different 

aperture settings of the Zeiss microscope using the CPL. Comparing the resulting greylevels with the 

Leica images of the same sample, I found similar greylevels when the Zeiss aperture was set to 2. 

4.2.4 Greylevel / thickness calibration 
In order to calibrate birefringence with thickness, rhabdoliths were used following the protocol 

of Beaufort et al. (2014). As rhabdoliths are conical stems with circular diameters (width equals 

thickness), the interference color can directly be linked to calcite thickness. Fossil samples including 

Rhabdosphaera were sent to us by Luc Beaufort and were photographed in natural light, 0°, 35° and 

45° polarization using a 100x oil immersion objective lens with a SPOT Flex camera attached to the 

Leica microscope. Widths of the individual rhabdoliths were detected in natural light and then 

measured in a combination of the three polarization images set to 8-bit (ImageJ). As the SPOT Flex 

color camera takes 14-bit images, the 8-bit transformation in ImageJ might not have worked properly, 

as ImageJ assumes 16-bit before conversion. This may have led to slightly inaccurate greylevel values. 

Finding the exact edges of the specimens was difficult, as the conical stems lie tilted because they are 

perpendicularly connected to flat discs. Images of rhabdoliths were taken with the Zeiss microscope 

using circular polarization and different aperture settings. As described by Beaufort et al. (2014), light 

settings should be adjusted to reach light saturation (greylevel 255 = white) at a calcite thickness of 1.5 

µm. In order to find this threshold, rhabdoliths were photographed with different aperture settings. 

Greylevels at rhabdolith widths of 1.5 µm were measured in several images of different aperture 

settings, showing that saturation at 1.5 µm width (=thickness) was reached with aperture setting 6, 

light intensity 50% and a camera exposure time of 400 (Fig. 4). Only considering the point of 

saturation (255 GL) at 1.5 µm thickness would lead to a transfer function of T = 1.5 / 255 * x (T= 
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Thickness [µm], x= greylevel) (cf. Beaufort et al., 2014). However, measuring only one single point 

for the transfer function seems not reliable, as rhabdolith specimens can have different shapes. 

Therefore several point measurements were made on different rhabdolith specimens photographed 

with both the XPL and the CPL microscope (see results).  

 

Figure 4: a) Rhabdolith image taken with the CPL of the Zeiss microscope (Aperture 6). Saturation (red color) 
occurs at a thickness of 1.5 µm (yellow line); b) Profile of the yellow line in Figure 4a, showing increasing 
greylevels towards the center of the rhabdolith. Greylevels reach 255 at a thickness of 1.5 µm. 

 

4.2.5 Background correction 
In the ideal case, the background of the image, which corresponds to a thickness of 0 µm, would 

have a greylevel of 0. However, the background greylevel increases depending on the microscope 

lighting and aperture setting. With the Leica microscope settings described by Beaufort et al. (2014), 

the background is around 15 GL, which would translate to a calcite thickness of 0.09 µm (using the 

simple equation T = 1.5 / 255 * x). To correct this error, the mean background can be subtracted from 

the mean coccolith GL to lower the scale so that the background would be 0. Testing the corrected 

function on mean greylevels of sample 280A (XPL) reveals no difference in the mean thickness 

estimate as the rhabdolith calibrations and the sample measurements are both corrected for the 

background offset. Hence, subtracting the background is not necessary. In another approach the 

background greylevel and the corresponding thickness were included in the rhabdolith scatter plot and 

regression line. The effect on the resulting transfer function and thickness estimate is discussed in 

section 6.1.3 (Transfer function).   

a b 
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5. Results 

5.1  Calibration 
The greylevel to thickness correlations were made on several different rhabdolith specimens, 

with both the XPL (in random orientation using the MAX image of three superimposed settings) and 

the CPL microscope. Linear regression lines over the measured points give the resulting transfer 

functions. These were calculated on inversed diagrams so that thickness (T) was on the y-axis, the 

function value, and greylevel (GL) was on the x-axis, the argument of the function. The transfer 

functions of the systems differ depending on the number and choice of individual rhabdolith 

specimens used for the measurements. Figure 5 shows a scatter plot of all measurements made on 

rhabdoliths, photographed with Leica (green), Zeiss Ap 2 (red) and Zeiss Ap 6 (blue). The thickness-

to-greylevel data of rhabdoliths shows a significant scatter and do not lie on a straight line. Leica and 

Zeiss Ap2 were assumed to show the same greylevels for the same calcite thicknesses, but both 

measurements result in different transfer functions. That Zeiss Ap 6 shows a different greylevel-to-

thickness calibration is expected, as specimens photographed with this setting looked much brighter 

than with the other settings. Still, the regression lines of Zeiss Ap 2 and Zeiss Ap 6 should be parallel, 

as the same specimens were photographed and measured.  

The greylevel measurements at different thicknesses of a single rhabdolith specimen is shown in 

a scatter plot (Fig. 6). Additionally, several rhabdolith specimens were measured with the XPL (Fig. 7) 

and with both systems (XPL and CPL) (Fig. 8). Depending on the specimens used for the calibration, 

scatter plots and transfer functions differ (Fig. 6,7,8). 

 

 
Figure 5: Rhabdolith thickness and greylevel measurements in images taken with Leica (green), Zeiss Ap 2 
(red) and Zeiss Ap 6 (blue). Transfer functions: T = 0.005x + 0.7608 (Leica); T = 0.009x + 0.1763 (Zeiss Ap 2); 
T = 0.0044x + 0.3146 (Zeiss Ap 6). T= Thickness (µm), x= greylevel.       

0  0.5   1   1.5      2     2.5 
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Figure 6: Greylevel / Thickness calibration using a single rhabdolith specimen, photographed with XPL. 
Transfer function: T = 0.0063x + 0.4787. T= Thickness [µm], x= greylevel. 
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Figure 7: Greylevel / thickness calibration using several rhabdolith specimens, photographed with XPL. 
Transfer function: T = 0.005x + 0.7608. T= Thickness [µm], x= greylevel. 
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Figure 8: Greylevel / thickness calibration using several rhabdolith specimens, photographed with XPL and CPL 
(Ap 2). Transfer function: T= 0.0072x + 0.5042. T= Thickness [µm], x= greylevel. 
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5.2 Gephyrocapsa culture samples 
For practical reasons I will only compare and discuss the measurements with aperture 2 in the 

Zeiss microscope and threshold (TH) values of 35–255 in all images.  

5.2.1 Greylevels 
The average mean greylevels of all samples measured with both methods are between 51–82 

GL. In the Leica (XPL) measurements, greylevels of samples 280A/B have an average value of about 

70 (GL) while greylevels of samples 950A/B are about 67 (GL). Treatment 280B has the highest mean 

GL (71) and 950A has the lowest mean GL (66), which is a difference of about 5 GL. The standard 

deviations lie between 6.4 and 6.9 %, the lowest being found in sample 950A.  

In the Zeiss (CPL) measurements, mean greylevels of all investigated samples are about 64 with 

exception of sample 280B, which has a mean greylevel of 67. The standard deviations of the 

greylevels are between 6.3 and 7.2 %, the lowest being found in 950B, the highest in 280A. In both 

methods, the highest mean GL was measured in sample 280B. Statistical analyses (paired t-test; 

alpha= 0.05) showed that greylevels of sample 280A are significantly different between the XPL and 

CPL measurements, with a p-value <0.0001. Greylevels of 280B are also significantly different (p-

value 0.00058) between the XPL and CPL measurements. The greylevels of 950A are not significantly 

different between the XPL and CPL technique, a p-value of 0.18946. 950B measurements between the 

XPL and CPL technique are significantly different with a small p-value of <0.0001 (Appendix B).  

 
Figure 9: Comparing the mean greylevels in all samples measured with the XPL (left) and CPL (right) method. 
50% of the values lie within the grey boxes. The horizontal line displays the average value. The vertical lines 
display the range of values.  
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5.2.2 Thickness 
Mean coccolith thickness is calculated from mean GL values with a transfer function derived 

from a rhabdolith calibration. In the XPL images, the transfer function (T = 0.005x + 0.7608), which 

was obtained from several rhabdolith measurements in XPL images only, was used to estimate 

coccolith thickness. A mean GL of 70 corresponds to 1.11µm thickness and a mean GL of 66 

corresponds to a thickness of 1.09 µm. Thus, a difference of 4 GL causes a slight thickness offset of 

about 0.02 µm. Coccolith thicknesses vary between 1.09 and 1.12 µm in the XPL measurements. 

Samples 280A / B have mean thicknesses of 1.11 and 1.12 µm, while 950A / B have mean thicknesses 

of 1.09 and 1.10 µm. The thinnest coccoliths were measured in 950A and the thickest coccoliths were 

measured in 280B. In the duplicates of 950, slightly thinner coccoliths were measured. Standard 

deviations of the thickness estimates are 0.02 µm (1.81 ± 0.03 %). A statistical analyses (using PAST, t 

test) reveals that the XPL measurements of 280A and 280B are not significantly different (p-value 

0.18643). However, the difference between thicknesses of 950A and 950B is statistically significant 

(p-value 0.0085306), as well as the difference between thicknesses of 280A and 950A (p-value 

1.401E-05) and 280B and 950B (p-value 0.0014876) (Appendix B).  

In the CPL images, coccolith thicknesses were estimated with the transfer function T = 0.009x + 

0.1763 derived from the rhabdolith calibration using Zeiss Ap 2 (Fig. 8), leading to overall about 26% 

lower values than the XPL measurements. Here, mean coccolith thickness estimates are 0.76 µm in 

280A, 950A and 950B. Standard deviations are 0.04 µm (5.18 ± 0.36%). The thickness estimates of 

280A and 950A (p-value 0.90914), 280A and 950B (p-value 0.96028), as well as 950A and 950B (p-

value 0.86441) are statistically the same. However, a mean coccolith thickness of 0.79 µm was 

estimated in sample 280B, which is significantly different from 280A (p-value 0.0008318), 950A (p-

value 0.00079636) and 950B (p-value 0.00048764) (Appendix B).  

 
Figure 10: a) Comparing the mean coccolith thicknesses in both methods, the left four samples were measured 
with Leica (XPL), transfer function  T = 0.005x + 0.7608, the right four samples were measured with Zeiss 
(CPL), transfer function T = 0.009x + 0.1763. b) Comparing the thicknesses in both methods, the left four 
samples were measured with Leica (XPL), the right four samples were measured with Zeiss (CPL). The same 
transfer function was used: T= 0.0072x + 0.5042.   

a b 
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The thinner coccoliths of treatment 950 detected in the XPL measurements are not detected in 

the CPL measurements. The differences in the thickness estimations between both methods are caused 

by the different transfer functions which are based on the different rhabdolith calibrations. The 

thickness estimates vary depending on the different transfer functions used (Fig. 10a). Another 

thickness estimate was made using the same transfer function for both techniques (Fig. 10b), which 

was obtained by combining all rhabdolith measurements made on both XPL and CPL images. As the 

greylevels in both measurements are similar, using the same transfer function, the thickness estimates 

are also similar. The p-values of the greylevel measurements between the XPL and CPL technique are 

the same for the thickness estimates, using the same transfer function for both techniques.  

5.2.3 Area 
In the XPL measurements, mean coccolith areas range from 14.36 to 15.29 µm2. Area standard 

deviations are around 20%, which is much larger than the standard deviations of the thickness 

estimates (6–7%), indicating a greater variability in coccolith size than coccolith thickness. The lowest 

standard deviation occurs in sample 280B (18.73%) and the highest in sample 280A (23.15%). In the 

CPL measurements, coccolith mean areas range from 13.19 to 13.81µm2. Standard deviations in these 

measurements are lowest (15.47%) in 280B and highest (22.69%) in 950A. Comparing both methods, 

coccolith mean areas are slightly smaller and vary less in the CPL measurements. In both methods, 

sample 280B has the lowest mean area value and the smallest standard deviation, meaning that 

coccolith size varies the least in this sample. The results of 280A, 280B and 950A are significantly 

different (paired t-test p-values 0.00099687; 0.013382 and 0.014142 respectively) between both 

techniques (XPL and CPL). Only the results of 950B are not significantly different (p-value 0.15892) 

between both techniques.  

 
Figure 11: Boxplots comparing XPL (left) and CPL (right) area measurements of all samples. TH 35-255, n=50, 
whiskers=range of measured areas, grey boxes=highest frequencies of values, horizontal line =mean value.  
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5.2.4 Mass 
The estimated mean coccolith masses of the XPL measurements range from 43 to 46 pg. Within this 

method, the lowest mean coccolith mass (43 pg) was measured in sample 280B, and the highest mean 

coccolith mass (46 pg) was measured in sample 280A. The estimated coccolith masses of the CPL 

measurements are lower, as a result of the different transfer function for the thickness calculation. 

Here, the mean masses range from 27 to 28 pg. Values are not only lower than the XPL values, but the 

variation between samples is also lower. The smallest mass (27.18 pg) is found in sample 280A and 

the highest mass (28.31 pg) was found in 950B. 

 
Figure 12: Boxplot comparing XPL (left) and CPL (right) mass estimates of all samples. TH 35–255, n = 50, 
whiskers = range of measured mass, grey boxes = highest frequencies of values, horizontal line = mean value.  

5.2.5 Coccoliths per cell 
In 280B and 950A higher mean numbers of coccoliths per cell (15±0.25 liths/cell) were 

measured than in 280A and 950B (13±0.1 liths/cell). The highest standard deviation of 24.74% was 

found in sample 280B, meaning that the coccolith numbers vary most within individual cells of this 

sample. The lowest standard deviation of 18.35% was measured in sample 280A (Table 1).  

 
Table 1: Comparing the counts and standard deviations (STDEV) of individual coccoliths per cell between the 
investigated samples, using the SEM image collection of J. Henderiks (unpublished).  

 280A 280B 950A 950B 

Coccoliths (total) 13.1 14.75 15.18 13.03 

STDEV (%) 18.35 24.74 22.28 20.16 
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Error sources 

6.1.1 Microscope lighting 
The physical properties of calcite render an interference color of white at a thickness of 1.5 µm, 

but depending on the microscope lighting, this “white” can be expressed in different greylevels. In 

order to reach the “real” white (GL 255), Beaufort et al. (2014) describe a technique to adjusts 

microscope lighting in order to reach saturation (GL 255) at 1.5 µm calcite thickness, which forces 

greylevels to higher values. With Leica microscope settings following the protocol of Beaufort et al. 

(2014), the greylevels of this study only reached about 160 at a calcite thickness of 1.5 µm. To reach 

the saturation described by Beaufort et al. (2014), different aperture settings were tested in the Zeiss 

microscope, resulting in aperture 6 as the most suitable lighting (Appendix A, Suppl. Fig. 2). In 

hindsight, the Leica DM6KB maybe should have been adjusted in terms of luminosity and/or aperture, 

despite the same mechanical set-up described in Beaufort et al. (2014). It seems like the light intensity 

may have been lower than expected. However, this should not have affected the outcome in terms of 

the greylevel-to-thickness calibration and related mass estimates presented for the cultured coccoliths. 

A test sample was photographed with aperture 6 setting, with greylevels being about 60 GL higher 

than in images taken with aperture 2. For the aperture 6 setting, a separate greylevel-thickness 

calibration was applied. The consequent transfer function resulted in coccolith thickness estimates of 

0.87 µm in images taken with aperture 6, which is slightly thicker than the aperture 2 coccolith 

thickness estimates of 0.79 µm for the same sample (280B). Because of the initial assumption that the 

Leica DM6KB settings were the “standard” for this study’s comparison, measurements continued on 

the Zeiss images taken with the lower microscope lighting, although mean greylevels never exceeded 

100 GL.  

6.1.2 Threshold values 
Choosing a lower threshold value shifts the outer edge of the specimen outwards so that more 

dark pixels are included in the mean greylevel measurement. This increases the selection area while 

decreasing the mean greylevel. A threshold settings change of 5 GL units causes an offset of about 

10% in area measurement and about 1.8% offset in thickness estimation, as it changes the mean 

greylevel. Because the initial CPL images with Zeiss aperture 3 were brighter than the XPL images, 

different threshold settings were necessary to get similar selection areas as in the XPL images. A 

threshold value of 40–255 for the slightly brighter Zeiss (aperture 3) images produced similar selection 

areas as threshold values of 35–255 for the XPL images. The overall increased brightness of the Zeiss 

aperture 6 images meant that threshold values needed adjusting to 70–255, in order to get similar 

selection areas in both sets of images. Since the threshold setting has to be defined for each species 
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and set of images, it is not straight-forward to choose the correct threshold to define the selection area. 

Small variations in threshold values can have severe effects on the results, mostly affecting area 

measurements. This could affect the comparison between different microscopes and other set-ups. 

However, within one and the same fixed setting and microscopy set-up, pair-wise comparisons 

between samples are valid.  

6.1.3 Transfer function 
Table 2: Comparing coccolith thickness estimates (280B) using different transfer functions based on different 
point-to-point measurements on rhabdolith specimens. 

 

Beaufort et al. (2014) assume the transfer function to be a linear regression line, going through 

(0;0) and (1.5;255), ignoring the fact that the background greylevels are not 0. By forcing higher 

greylevels with his “overexposure” (light saturation at 1.5 µm thickness) technique, not only the 

specimen brightens but also the background, leading to background greylevels of about 36 (achieved 

with Zeiss aperture 6). This means that a coccolith thickness of 0µm equals greylevels of 36 in this 

calibration. Hence, when measuring greylevels of 36, Beaufort would assume a calcite thickness of 

0.21 µm when it actually is 0 µm. This assumption leads to higher thickness estimates for the same 

greylevels and for this reason, Beaufort et al. (2014) probably overestimates coccolith thicknesses. 

Including the background greylevel and the corresponding thickness (36 GL / 0 µm) in the rhabdolith 

scatter plot and transfer function, this point (36;0) does not lie on a straight line with the other 

measurement points. Therefore the resulting regression line will differ from the most accurate 

regression line through most points and cause different thickness estimates, as different slopes in the 

regression line render different GL-based thickness estimates. When estimating coccolith thicknesses 

that are similar to the thicknesses of the rhabdoliths used for the calibration, it is not necessary to 

include the background in the transfer function. When coccoliths are thinner than the calibration 

points, the transfer function will be less accurate and including the background into the transfer 

function should be considered. When comparing the transfer functions defined by either one single 

rhabdolith specimen or several rhabdolith specimens, the resulting thickness estimates (GL 70.95) vary 

from 0.93 µm (single rhabdolith specimen), to 1.12 µm (several specimens), which is an inaccuracy of 

± 9% from the average (1.01 µm) (Table 2). Defining an accurate transfer function from greylevel to 

thickness is therefore crucial when estimating absolute coccolith thicknesses. The offsets in thickness 

Calibration Transfer function Greylevel Thickness (µm) 

Leica, one rhabdolith T = 0.0063x + 0.4787 70.95 0.92569 

Leica, several rhabdoliths T = 0.005x + 0.7608  70.95 1.11555 

Leica, several rhabdoliths,  
including background 

T = 0.0062x + 0.5869 
 

70.95 1.02679 

Leica and Zeiss (Ap 2), several rhabdoliths T = 0.0072x + 0.5042 70.95 1.01504 

Leica and Zeiss (Ap 2), several rhabdoliths,  
including background  

T = 0.0076x + 0.4259 70.95 0.96512 
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estimates with different transfer functions show the importance and influence of the rhabdolith 

specimens for the calibration. The following aspects could cause errors in the rhabdolith calibration: 

• Width measurements 

Natural light images help to detect the specimen outline but the accuracy of the width 

measurement is limited by the image resolution and focus. Because rhabdoliths have conical shapes, 

they lie tilted on the sample slide, making it difficult to set the focus. Hence, the accuracy of width 

measurements can vary between specimens and images.  

• Orientation of the specimens 

Images of different individuals display different interference colors at the same thickness (Appendix 

A, Suppl. Fig. 3). The variation in the greylevel/thickness correlation is even higher in rhabdoliths 

photographed with the Leica microscope. This could be due to the different orientations in which the 

rhabdoliths lie on the slide. Rhabdoliths show their maximum interference color with an orientation of 

0º or 90º to the polarizer/analyzer and therefore only specimens lying horizontal or vertical should be 

picked for the calibration (Beaufort, personal communication, 2014). This makes it difficult to find 

ideal specimens, as in contrast to the Zeiss microscope, sample slides cannot be manually rotated in 

the Leica microscope. If the calibration is based on specimens lying in suboptimal orientations, this 

biases the transfer function and results. Most specimens probably lie in orientations that lead to lower 

interference colors and greylevels. If this is the case, lower greylevels will be correlated with higher 

thicknesses, biasing the results to thicker estimates. Specimen 005 (Fig. 13) lies in an orientation of 

about 30º towards the horizontal plane, which is almost optimal when the analyzer and polarizer lie in 

an orientation of 35º. As a merged image of three photographs with polarizing plane orientations of 0º, 

35º and 45º degrees is used, specimen 005 should have an almost optimal position. Still, its maximum 

greylevel does not exceed 160, even at a thickness of 1.5 µm, which is most probably due to the low 

light we received following the settings described in Beaufort et al. (2014). When only this one 

perfectly oriented rhabdolith specimen is considered for the transfer function, the thickness estimate of 

coccoliths is 0.92 µm. This estimate is the lowest and comes closest to the estimates based on the Zeiss 

measurements and calibration.  As the orientation of rhabdoliths does not matter in the CPL technique, 

the rhabdolith calibration and transfer function made with the CPL technique might be more reliable. 

 
Figure 13: Greylevel profile (a) along the axis of a “perfectly” shaped, but not ideally oriented rhabdolith (b), 
photographed with Leica.  
 
 

a b 
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• Different shapes of the specimens 

It is important to keep in mind that due to natural variation rhabdolith specimens can vary in 

their shape, which influences birefringence. Profiles along the rhabdolith axis show different shapes 

and greylevels for each rhabdolith (Fig. 15). While specimens a), b) and c) reach greylevels of about 

220, specimen d) only reaches about 190. These differences cannot be caused by their orientations, as 

specimens c) and d) both have similar orientations (Fig. 14). When using only one single rhabdolith 

specimen for the greylevel/thickness calibration, the resulting transfer function differs from the one 

when several different rhabdolith specimens are measured. Hence, considering only one measurement 

can lead to major errors in the thickness estimation. Several point measurements based on different 

rhabdolith specimens are crucial for finding the natural variation in the calibration material and derive 

a well-constrained transfer function. The more measurements are taken, the more reliable the resulting 

transfer function will be.   

 

Figure 14: Merged (MAX) 8-bit images of four rhabdoliths [a) Rhabdo_000, b) Rhabdo_001, c) Rhabdo_002, d) 
Rhabdo_003] with different orientations towards the polarizer, photographed with Leica DM6KB. 

 

Figure 15: ImageJ greylevel profiles along the axes of the four rhabdoliths in Fig.14 [a) Rhabdo_000, b) 
Rhabdo_001 c) Rhabdo_002, d) Rhabdo_003].  

 

 

 

 

a b 

c d 
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6.2 Comparing both techniques 

6.2.1 Practical aspects 
In the XPL technique, the extinction cross that appears in the coccoliths can be eliminated by a 

combination of three images of each specimen (Beaufort et al., 2014), but this leads to a slower image 

taking process. The images are merged and transformed to 8-bit values using the software MAX. 

Using the Leica microscope it is not possible to manually rotate the sample, making it more difficult to 

find suitable rhabdoliths for the calibration, which show the highest interference colors with an 

orientation of 0º or 90º towards the polarizer and analyzer. An advantage of using the CPL technique 

certainly is the faster image taking process, as only one image per specimen is necessary. Additionally, 

applying a circular polarizer makes the birefringence of specimens independent of their orientation, 

which eliminates biases that could be caused by suboptimal orientation of calcite particles. However, 

as the SPOT Flex color camera takes 14-bit images, the 8-bit transformation in ImageJ might not have 

worked properly because ImageJ assumes 16-bit before conversion. This may lead to slightly 

inaccurate greylevel values in the CPL images. Because cultured samples were investigated in this 

study, coccoliths were well preserved and separated from each other. When using this technique on 

fossil material, though, coccoliths can be poorly preserved and lie on top of or close to other 

specimens, which creates difficulties in photographing single coccoliths and measuring their areas. 

With the right techniques, though, well-distributed slides with isolated nannofossils can be prepared 

(e.g. Bollmann et al., 1999; Henderiks & Törner, 2006; Beaufort et al., 2014).  

6.2.2 Comparing the Results 
Although mean greylevels are similar, with a slightly bigger variation between samples in the 

XPL measurements, the calculated thicknesses between both techniques are very different due to the 

different transfer function results. The thickness estimates also vary depending on the microscope 

lighting and threshold setting. Within the XPL measurements, the mean coccolith thicknesses of all 

four samples are slightly different from each other, while being more stable throughout the 

investigated samples in the CPL measurements. Area measurements are about 9% smaller with the 

CPL than with the XPL technique. Although the same threshold settings were used in both methods, 

slight differences in greylevels caused offsets in selection area measurements in ImageJ. The mean 

area measurement and standard deviation differences between the XPL and CPL techniques have 

practical reasons, as the area measurements depend on the microscope lighting and the threshold 

settings in ImageJ. Brighter settings (light intensity or aperture) create higher greylevels in the 

coccolith outline, affecting the optical area perception in the image. Due to the sensibility of threshold 

settings, errors and variations can occur in the area measurements of the coccoliths. Area 

measurements are quite variable between samples and have standard deviations of about 20% in all 

samples. In the XPL measurements, the highest area standard deviation is found in sample 280A, 
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while in the CPL measurements, the highest area standard deviation is found in sample 950A. 

Variations in area measurements will affect mass estimates more severely than thickness variations, 

due to the higher values.  

Coccolith mass estimates of the XPL technique range from 43–46 pg in all samples. In the CPL 

measurements, mass estimates are about 27–28 pg, which is about 60% of the XPL mass estimates. 

The offset is mostly caused by the different transfer functions used for both methods. When using the 

same transfer functions, mass estimates are more similar to each other (40 pg in XPL, 38 pg in CPL 

measurements), with slight differences caused by the area measurements. Other published coccolith 

weight estimates of G. oceanica range from 12.3 pg (Young and Ziveri, 2000), 14.5 pg (Bollmann, 

2014), 25.7 pg (Beaufort & Heussner, 1999) up to 53 pg (Beaufort, 2005). The CPL mass estimates of 

this study come close to Beaufort and Heussner’s (1999) estimates of 25.7 pg for G. oceanica using a 

shape factor. Young & Ziveri (2000) based their estimates on volumetric weight and Beaufort (2005) 

used the XPL method with a different calibration technique (calcite powder), which is not 

reproducible. Most weight estimates reported by Beaufort (2005) are higher than the estimates of 

Bollmann (2014), who applied a circular polarizer.  The XPL mass estimates of this study are higher 

than most published coccolith weight estimates of G. oceanica, with exception for Beaufort’s (2005) 

results. It is hard to say which estimates are more reliable, but relative comparisons between samples 

are possible with both techniques.  

After comparing the results of the samples between both methodologies, more variation is found 

between sample results (greylevels and areas) in the XPL measurements. The standard deviations 

within the samples also appear to be higher in the XPL measurements. In the CPL measurements, the 

greylevels and the area values are very similar between all samples.  Standard deviations within 

samples are also smaller than in the XPL measurements. Hence, small variations between samples are 

easier to detect with the XPL method, whereas the CPL measurements indicate more stable results 

throughout the investigated samples. Both methodologies work well, but the most concerning point is 

the calibration, which seems to be very variable and not straight forward, leading to different results. It 

should be noted that relative comparisons between samples are possible with both techniques, but due 

to several error sources the methodology is limited when it comes to absolute weight estimates. 

Especially the calibration technique needs further investigation.  

6.3 Biological signals  
Rickaby et al. (2010) measured an about 30% lower PIC per cell in sample 950 compared to 280 

(Fig. 16), suggesting thinner, smaller or less abundant coccoliths per cell in 950. Coccolith counts of 

SEM images (J. Henderiks, unpublished) did not show decreased mean coccolith numbers per cell and 

cannot be responsible for the lower PIC per cell of sample 950. However, a greater variation of 

coccoliths per cell was found in 950A compared to 280A which could be caused by the faster growth 

rates and/or higher DIC concentrations of sample 950.    
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280 A 280B 950A 950B
PIC 34.53 34.25 22.47 27.18
POC 36.99 46.30 51.80 49.40
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Figure 16: Total particulate carbon (TPC) per cell as a sum of PIC (red) and POC (blue) per cell compared 
between the investigated samples. Data from Rickaby et al., 2010. 
 

In contrast to the expected calcite decrease in sample 950, similar coccolith masses were 

estimated for both samples using the XPL technique, while slightly higher mass estimates of 950 were 

measured with the CPL technique. Coccolith thickness estimates of sample 950 are about 2% smaller 

than sample 280, using the XPL technique. However, this difference only has minor effects on the 

coccolith mass estimates, as bigger areas were measured in 950. Using the CPL technique, about 4% 

thicker coccoliths were measured in sample 280B compared to the other samples, but a slightly lower 

mean area measurement of this sample leads to similar mass estimates in all four samples. None of 

these slight differences appear biologically significant, and indicate that, on average, individual 

coccolith mass was not affected by different levels of DIC. Rickaby et al. (2010) measured a higher 

total particulate carbon (TPC) per cell in 280B, caused by an increased particulate organic carbon 

(POC) value (Fig. 16). However, PIC per cell is similar between 280A and 280B and cannot account 

for the slightly thicker coccoliths in 280B. 280B is also the sample in which the lowest standard 

deviation in coccolith areas and the highest standard deviation in coccolith number per cell were 

measured, meaning that coccolith sizes are most stable while the number of coccoliths per cell varies 

the most in this sample. These two aspects could be independent or coupled. In both techniques, high 

standard deviations (about 20%) of coccolith areas were measured. These cannot have genotypic 

origins, as samples bear single clones with the same genetic material. The coccolith size variation 

therefore represents phenotypic plasticity within a single genotype. 

The TPC diagram (Fig. 16) shows a quite stable total particular carbon in all four samples 

(Rickaby et al., 2010). The ratio of PIC and POC in sample 280A is about 1:1 and decreases to about 

2:5 in duplicates of 950. With stable TPC levels, photosynthesis increases while calcification decreases 

in samples grown in higher DIC concentrations. A coupling of calcification and photosynthesis in G. 
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oceanica could be assumed. The PIC per cell values measured by Rickaby et al. (2010) represent the 

amount of carbon that is bound in form of calcite (CaCO3). To estimate the weight of calcite per cell, 

the relationships between the three atoms in the calcite molecule are important. Calcite has a 

molecular weight of 100gm, of which Ca weighs 40.04 gm, C weighs 12 gm and O3 weighs 47.96 gm. 

In other words, carbon makes up 12% of the total weight of calcite. This way the PIC per cell 

measurements can be used to calculate calcite weights per cell. As for each sample the mean number 

of coccoliths per cell was counted, the calcite weights can be referred to single coccoliths in order to 

compare the results with the estimated coccolith weights of this study. Measurements of Rickaby et al. 

(2010) translate to calcite weights of between 12.48 pg (950A) and 22.13 pg (280A) per coccolith. In 

other words, lighter coccoliths are expected in sample 950, which is not supported by the results of 

this study. Coccolith weights do not significantly differ between the investigated samples. The CPL 

measurements result in coccolith weight estimates between 27.18 pg and 28.31 pg and therefore come 

closer to the PIC measurements of Rickaby et al. (2010) than the XPL weights (Table 3).  

 
Table 3: PIC per cell measurements of Rickaby et al. (2010) were used to calculate calcite weights per coccolith, 
considering the counts of coccoliths per cell based on SEM images of J. Henderiks (unpublished). 

 280A 280B 950A 950B 
PIC/cell  
(Rickaby et al., 2010) 

34.53 pg 34.25 pg 22.47 pg 27.18 pg 

Calcite/cell 
(Rickaby et al., 2010) 

287.75 pg 285.42 pg 187.25 pg  226.5 pg 

Liths/cell 13 15 15 13 
Calcite/Lith 
(Rickaby et al., 2010) 

22.13 pg 19.03 pg 12.48 pg 17.42 pg 

Coccolith weight 
estimate (XPL) 

45.97 pg 43.41 pg 44.43 pg 43.53 pg 

Coccolith weight 
estimate (CPL) 

27.18 pg 28.07 pg 27.79 pg 28.31 pg 
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7. Conclusion 
With both the XPL and CPL technique, greylevels do not distinctly vary between the 

investigated samples. However, due to variations inherent to the multiple rhabdolith calibrations 

presented herein, leading to different transfer functions, coccolith thickness estimates can differ quite 

substantially between both techniques. This offset proves the importance of establishing a reliable and 

stable calibration method to estimate absolute coccolith weights. Due to several error sources 

(microscope setting, image editing, calibration, etc.), it remains challenging to define absolute 

coccolith weights. However, with stable settings, relative weight fluctuations can be detectable. Even 

though different masses were estimated with both techniques, results are stable between the samples. 

Sample measurements on the PIC production per cell can be used to calculate calcite weight per 

coccolith, which may help to approximate possible absolute coccolith weights. Although differences in 

the PIC per cell and growth rates were previously measured in the investigated samples (Rickaby et 

al., 2010), no signal is found in this study that can explain these variations. No changes in coccolith 

masses, thicknesses and sizes were measured between high and low DIC concentrations, assuming that 

the calcification of modern abundant G. oceanica is resistant to changes in DIC concentrations of sea 

water. This agrees with the hypotheses of previous publications (Rickaby et al., 2010; Moolna & 

Rickaby, 2012) that the DIC concentration in sea water does not affect the calcification of G. oceanica. 

Riebesell et al. (2000) were the first to document decreased calcification and malformations in G. 

oceanica and E. huxleyi under reduced pH levels, and a following study of Zondervan et al. (2001) 

predicted a G. oceanica PIC production decrease of 45% by the year 2100. As modern changes in the 

state of the ocean are mostly caused by a pH drop, evaluating the effect of decreasing pH on single 

coccolith weights of G. oceanica would be an interesting and important next step.  
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Appendix A: Supplementary Figures 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 1: Testing the effect of the circular polarizer (Zeiss) on greylevels, comparing 
background to maximum greylevel of a specimen (280A). Ap= Aperture.  
 

 
Supplementary Figure 2: Testing the effect of Zeiss aperture settings (without applying the CPL) on greylevels, 
comparing background to maximum greylevel of a specimen (280A). 
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Supplementary Figure 3: The maximum greylevels at 1.2 µm thickness were measured in six different 
rhabdolith specimens, photographed with Zeiss aperture 2 and four rhabdoliths photographed with 
LeicaDM6KB. Greylevels at 1.2 µm thickness vary from 114 GL to 152 GL within the six specimens 
photographed with Zeiss (Ap 2). Rhabdoliths photographed with the Leica microscope show an even higher 
variation in the greylevel/thickness correlation. 
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Appendix B: Statistical Analysis  
 
Tests for equal means (Greylevels) 
 
280A XPL     280A CPL 
N:  56    N:  54 
Mean: 69.741   Mean: 64.511 
95% conf.: (68.455 71.027)  95% conf.: (63.242 65.78) 
Variance: 23.049   Variance: 21.615 
 
Difference between means:  5.2297 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (3.4427 7.0168) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (3.5027 7.0053) 
 
t : 5.8007    p (same mean): 6.6678E-08 
Uneq. var. t : 5.8041  p (same mean): 6.5652E-08 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0001 
 
 
280B XPL     280B CPL 
N:  54    N:  53 
Mean: 70.951   Mean: 67.667 
95% conf.: (69.657 72.245)  95% conf.: (66.334 69) 
Variance: 22.477   Variance: 23.381 
 
Difference between means:  3.2842 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (1.4485 5.1198) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (1.4843 5.0321) 
 
t : 3.5474    p (same mean): 0.00058298 
Uneq. var. t : 3.5468  p (same mean): 0.00058461 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0005 
 
 
950A XPL     950A CPL 
N:  50    N:  55 
Mean: 65.718   Mean: 64.61 
95% conf.: (64.52 66.916)  95% conf.: (63.432 65.788) 
Variance: 17.772   Variance: 18.996 
 
Difference between means:  1.1076 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (-0.55537 2.7705) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (-0.51084 2.7514) 
 
t : 1.3209    p (same mean): 0.18946 
Uneq. var. t : 1.323   p (same mean): 0.18877 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.1895 
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950B XPL     950B CPL 
N:  55    N:  49 
Mean: 68.034   Mean: 64.468 
95% conf.: (66.791 69.277)  95% conf.: (63.305 65.632) 
Variance: 21.137   Variance: 16.415 
 
Difference between means:  3.5656 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (1.871 5.2602) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (1.9717 5.2385) 
 
t : 4.1734    p (same mean): 6.3251E-05 
Uneq. var. t : 4.2041  p (same mean): 5.637E-05 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0001 
 
 
Tests for equal means (Thickness) 
 
280A XPL     280B XPL 
N:  56    N:  54 
Mean: 1.1095   Mean: 1.1156 
95% conf.: (1.1031 1.1159)  95% conf.: (1.1091 1.122) 
Variance: 0.00057622  Variance: 0.00056193 
 
Difference between means:  0.0060504 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (-0.0029691 0.01507) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (-0.0028268 0.014875) 
 
t : -1.3297    p (same mean): 0.18643 
Uneq. var. t : -1.33   p (same mean): 0.18633 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.1869 
 
 
950A XPL     950B XPL 
N:  50    N:  55 
Mean: 1.0894   Mean: 1.101 
95% conf.: (1.0834 1.0954)  95% conf.: (1.0948 1.1072) 
Variance: 0.00044431  Variance: 0.00052843 
 
Difference between means:  0.011581 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.0030165 0.020146) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.0034782 0.019971) 
 
t : -2.6818    p (same mean): 0.0085306 
Uneq. var. t : -2.693  p (same mean): 0.0082685 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0088 
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280A XPL     950A XPL 
N:  56    N:  50 
Mean: 1.1095   Mean: 1.0894 
95% conf.: (1.1031 1.1159)  95% conf.: (1.0834 1.0954) 
Variance: 0.00057622  Variance: 0.00044431 
 
Difference between means:  0.020117 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.011369 0.028865) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.011808 0.028689) 
 
t : 4.5602    p (same mean): 1.401E-05 
Uneq. var. t : 4.594   p (same mean): 1.2251E-05 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0001 
 
 
280A CPL     950A CPL 
N:  54    N:  55 
Mean: 0.7569   Mean: 0.75779 
95% conf.: (0.74548 0.76832) 95% conf.: (0.74719 0.7684) 
Variance: 0.0017508   Variance: 0.0015386 
 
Difference between means:  0.00088847 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (-0.014509 0.016286) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (-0.01442 0.015784) 
 
t : -0.11439    p (same mean): 0.90914 
Uneq. var. t : -0.11432  p (same mean): 0.9092 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.9054 
 
 
280A CPL     950B CPL 
N:  54    N:  49 
Mean: 0.7569   Mean: 0.75652 
95% conf.: (0.74548 0.76832) 95% conf.: (0.74604 0.76699) 
Variance: 0.0017508   Variance: 0.0013296 
 
Difference between means:  0.00038786 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (-0.015024 0.0158) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (-0.014387 0.015635) 
 
t : 0.049922    p (same mean): 0.96028 
Uneq. var. t : 0.050258  p (same mean): 0.96002 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.9602 
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950A CPL     950B CPL 
N:  55    N:  49 
Mean: 0.75779   Mean: 0.75652 
95% conf.: (0.74719 0.7684)  95% conf.: (0.74604 0.76699) 
Variance: 0.0015386   Variance: 0.0013296 
 
Difference between means:  0.0012763 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (-0.013511 0.016064) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (-0.013109 0.015426) 
 
t : 0.1712    p (same mean): 0.86441 
Uneq. var. t : 0.17193  p (same mean): 0.86384 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.8597 
 
 
280B CPL     280A CPL 
N:  53    N:  54 
Mean: 0.7853   Mean: 0.7569 
95% conf.: (0.77331 0.7973)  95% conf.: (0.74548 0.76832) 
Variance: 0.0018939   Variance: 0.0017508 
 
Difference between means:  0.028401 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.012037 0.044764) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.012216 0.044665) 
 
t : 3.4414    p (same mean): 0.0008318 
Uneq. var. t : 3.4401  p (same mean): 0.00083627 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0009 
 
 
 
280B CPL     950A CPL 
N:  53    N:  55 
Mean: 0.7853   Mean: 0.75779 
95% conf.: (0.77331 0.7973)  95% conf.: (0.74719 0.7684) 
Variance: 0.0018939   Variance: 0.0015386 
 
Difference between means:  0.027512 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.011718 0.043306) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.011974 0.043204) 
 
t : 3.4535    p (same mean): 0.00079636 
Uneq. var. t : 3.4469  p (same mean): 0.00081969 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0011 
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280B CPL     950B CPL 
N:  53    N:  49 
Mean: 0.7853   Mean: 0.75652 
95% conf.: (0.77331 0.7973)  95% conf.: (0.74604 0.76699) 
Variance: 0.0018939   Variance: 0.0013296 
 
Difference between means:  0.028789 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.012948 0.044629) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.013609 0.044251) 
 
t : 3.6057    p (same mean): 0.00048764 
Uneq. var. t : 3.6308  p (same mean): 0.00044942 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0002 
 
Tests for equal means (Area) 
 
280A XPL     280A CPL 
N:  56    N:  54 
Mean: 15.288   Mean: 13.255 
95% conf.: (14.34 16.236)  95% conf.: (12.521 13.989) 
Variance: 12.53    Variance: 7.2295 
 
Difference between means:  2.0336 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.84237 3.2248) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.86356 3.158) 
 
t : 3.3839    p (same mean): 0.00099687 
Uneq. var. t : 3.4005  p (same mean): 0.00095981 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0007 
 
 
280B XPL     280B CPL 
N:  54    N:  53 
Mean: 14.357   Mean: 13.195 
95% conf.: (13.623 15.091)  95% conf.: (12.634 13.756) 
Variance: 7.2368   Variance: 4.1483 
 
Difference between means:  1.1622 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.2463 2.0781) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.27089 2.0515) 
 
t : 2.516     p (same mean): 0.013382 
Uneq. var. t : 2.5225  p (same mean): 0.013252 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0146 
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950A XPL     950A CPL 
N:  50    N:  55 
Mean: 15.047   Mean: 13.535 
95% conf.: (14.157 15.937)  95% conf.: (12.705 14.365) 
Variance: 9.8058   Variance: 9.4306 
 
Difference between means:  1.512 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (0.31065 2.7132) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (0.33778 2.6838) 
 
t : 2.4961    p (same mean): 0.014142 
Uneq. var. t : 2.4938  p (same mean): 0.014252 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.0156 
 
 
950B XPL     950B CPL 
N:  55    N:  49 
Mean: 14.588   Mean: 13.814 
95% conf.: (13.76 15.416)  95% conf.: (13.121 14.508) 
Variance: 9.3769   Variance: 5.8267 
 
Difference between means:  0.77387 
95% conf. interval (parametric): (-0.30778 1.8555) 
95% conf. interval (bootstrap): (-0.26812 1.8058) 
 
t : 1.4191    p (same mean): 0.15892 
Uneq. var. t : 1.4385  p (same mean): 0.15339 
Monte Carlo permutation:  p (same mean): 0.1611 
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